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Second-order Lagrangian densities admitting a ﬁrst-order Hamiltonian formalism
are studied; namely, i) necessary and suﬃcient conditions for the Poincaré–Cartan
form of a second-order Lagrangian on an arbitrary ﬁbred manifold p: E → N to be
projectable onto J1E are explicitly determined; ii) for each of such Lagrangians,
a ﬁrst-order Hamiltonian formalism is developed and a new notion of regularity is
introduced; iii) the variational problems of this class deﬁned by regular Lagrangians
are proved to be involutive.
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1. Introduction and preliminaries
Let p:E → N be a ﬁbred manifold over a connected n-dimensional manifold N oriented by a volume
form v = dx1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxn, which induces a vector-bundle isomorphism
φkv :
k∧
TxN →
n−k∧
T ∗xN (1)
for every 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1, obtained by contracting with v, namely
φkv(X1 ∧ · · · ∧ Xk) = iX1 . . . iXkv, ∀X1, . . . , Xk ∈ TxN.
Let pk: JkE → N be the bundle of k-jets of local sections of p, with projections pkl : JkE → J lE, k ≥ l.
Let m = dimE − dimN . Every ﬁbred coordinate system (xj , yα), 1 ≤ j ≤ n, 1 ≤ α ≤ m, for p induces
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order |I| = i1 + . . . + in ≤ r, given by,
yαI
(
jrxs
)
= ∂
|I|(yα ◦ s)
∂(x1)i1 . . . ∂(xn)in (x),
where s is a local section of p deﬁned on a neighborhood of x ∈ N . We set (j) = (0, . . . , 0, (j)1 , 0, . . . , 0) ∈ Nn,
(jk) = (j) + (k), etc., and yα(j) = yαj .
The Legendre form of a second-order Lagrangian density Λ = Lv deﬁned on p:E → N , where L ∈
C∞(J2E), is the V ∗(p1)-valued p3-horizontal (n− 1)-form ωΛ on J3E locally given by (e.g., see [15,17,20]),
ωΛ = (−1)i−1Li0α vi ⊗ dyα + (−1)i−1Lijα vi ⊗ dyαj ,
where vi = dx1 ∧ · · · ∧ d̂xi ∧ · · · ∧ dxn, and
Lijα =
1
2 − δij
∂L
∂yα(ij)
, (2)
Li0α =
∂L
∂yαi
− 12 − δij Dj
(
∂L
∂yα(ij)
)
, (3)
Dj denoting the “total derivative” with respect to the coordinate xj , i.e.,
Dj =
∂
∂xj
+
∞∑
|I|=0
m∑
α=1
yαI+(j)
∂
∂yαI
.
The Poincaré–Cartan (or P–C for short) form attached to Λ is then deﬁned to be the ordinary n-form on
J3E given by (e.g., see [15,20]),
ΘΛ =
(
p32
)∗
θ2 ∧ ωΛ + Λ, (4)
where θ1, θ2 are the ﬁrst- and second-order structure forms on J1E, J2E, locally given respectively in
coordinates as follows (cf. [14,19]):
θ1 = θα ⊗ ∂
∂yα
, θ2 = θα ⊗ ∂
∂yα
+ θαh ⊗
∂
∂yαh
,
and θα = dyα−yαk dxk, θαi = dyαi −yα(ik)dxk, is the standard basis of contact 1-forms, and the exterior product
of (p32)∗θ2 and the Legendre form, is taken with respect to the pairing induced by duality, V (p1) ×J1E
V ∗(p1) → R.
The most outstanding diﬀerence with a ﬁrst-order Lagrangian density is that the Legendre and Poincaré–
Cartan forms associated with a second-order Lagrangian density are generally deﬁned on J3E, thus
increasing by one the order of the Lagrangian density Λ.
For certain second-order Lagrangian densities it is known that the Poincaré–Cartan form is projectable
onto J2E; e.g., see [5]. More precisely, the Poincaré–Cartan form of a second-order Lagrangian projects onto
J2E if and only if the following system of PDEs holds (cf. [4,5]):
1
2 − δib
∂2L
∂yβac∂yαib
+ 12 − δia
∂2L
∂yβbc∂y
α
ia
+ 12 − δic
∂2L
∂yβab∂y
α
ic
= 0,
for all indices 1 ≤ a ≤ b ≤ c ≤ n, α, β = 1, . . . ,m.
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tion 2 the local characterization of second-order Lagrangians on p:E → N admitting a P–C form projectable
onto J1E is obtained, and in Section 3 a global characterization is also reached by using the properties of
the ﬁbre diﬀerential. In Section 4 the Hamiltonian function, the momenta, and the Hamilton–Cartan equa-
tions attached to each of the aforementioned Lagrangians are introduced as a consequence of a normal form
for their P–C form. Section 5 deals with the notion of regularity for the class of second-order variational
problems with a P–C form that projects to ﬁrst-order jet bundle. Although the Hessian metric vanishes
identically for the Lagrangians of such class, a suitable notion of regularity is introduced for them.
The formal integrability of the ﬁeld equations for ﬁrst-order Lagrangians in classical ﬁeld theory has been
extensively studied (e.g., see [1,3,6,8,10,13]). Finally, Section 6 is devoted to study the formal integrability of
the ﬁeld equations of second-order Lagrangians with projectable P–C form to ﬁrst order in their Hamiltonian
form. In the real analytic case, this allows one to solve the Cauchy initial value problem for this class
of Lagrangians. The integrability of the Hamiltonian form of the ﬁeld equations of the Einstein–Hilbert
Lagrangian is studied.
2. Projecting onto J1. Local formulation
More surprisingly, there exist second-order Lagrangians for which the associated Poincaré–Cartan form
projects not only on J2E but also on J1E. Notably, this is the case of the Einstein–Hilbert Lagrangian in
General Relativity.
As is well known (e.g., see [7, (1.3)], [17, 2.1]), prr−1: JrE → Jr−1E admits an aﬃne bundle structure
modelled over the vector bundle
W r =
(
pr−1
)∗
SrT ∗N ⊗ (pr−10 )∗V (p) → Jr−1E. (5)
Proposition 2.1. (Cf. [11, Theorem 1].) The Poincaré–Cartan form of a Lagrangian L ∈ C∞(J2E) projects
onto J1E if and only if L is an aﬃne function with respect to the aﬃne structure of p21: J2E → J1E, i.e.,
L = Lijα yα(ij) + L0, Ljiα = Lijα ∈ C∞
(
J1E
)
, L0 ∈ C∞
(
J1E
)
, (6)
and the following equations hold:
0 = 2
∂Lhiβ
∂yαa
− ∂L
ai
α
∂yβh
− ∂L
ah
α
∂yβi
, a, h, i = 1, . . . , n, α, β = 1, . . . ,m. (7)
Proof. By writing the formula (4) in coordinates, we obtain
ΘΛ = (−1)i−1
(
Li0α dy
α + Lihα dyαh
) ∧ vi + (L − yαi Li0α − yα(hi)Lihα )v. (8)
Hence ΘΛ projects to J1E if and only if,
Li0α ∈ C∞
(
J1E
)
, (9)
Lihα ∈ C∞
(
J1E
)
, (10)
L − yαi Li0α − yα(hi)Lihα ∈ C∞
(
J1E
)
. (11)
Taking the condition (10) into account, by integrating Eq. (2) we conclude that L is an aﬃne function on
J1E, as in the formula (6) in the statement. Hence the condition (11) holds identically, as replacing (6) into
(11), we have
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which belongs to C∞(J1E) by virtue of (9). Moreover, from (3) we have
La0α =
∂L
∂yαa
− Dj
(
Lajα
)
= ∂L0
∂yαa
− ∂L
aj
α
∂xj
− yβj
∂Lajα
∂yβ
+
(
∂Lihβ
∂yαa
− ∂L
ai
α
∂yβh
)
yβ(hi).
Accordingly, the condition (9) holds if and only if the equations in the statement hold. 
Remark 2.1. Eqs. (7) hold if and only if the following ones hold:
∂Lihβ
∂yαa
= ∂L
ia
α
∂yβh
, a, h, i = 1, . . . , n, α, β = 1, . . . ,m. (12)
Below, the meaning of Eqs. (12) is discussed from a variational point of view.
The Euler–Lagrange (or E–L for short) operator of an arbitrary second-order Lagrangian can be written
in terms of the coeﬃcients of the P–C form (see the formulas (2), (3)) as follows:
Eα(L) =
∑
i≤j
DiDj
(
∂L
∂yα(ij)
)
− Di
(
∂L
∂yαi
)
+ ∂L
∂yα
= ∂L
∂yα
− Di
(
Li0α
)
, 1 ≤ α ≤ m.
As is readily checked, the Euler–Lagrangian equations for an aﬃne second-order Lagrangian L, given as in
the formula (6), are of third order. Besides this fact, we obtain
Proposition 2.2. The Euler–Lagrange equations of an aﬃne second-order Lagrangian are of second order if
and only if Eqs. (12) hold.
Proof. As a computation shows, the third-order part of Eα(L) is given by,
yβ(hij)
(
∂Lijα
∂yβh
− ∂L
ij
β
∂yαh
)
. 
3. Projecting onto J1. Global formulation
Taking the aﬃne structure of the projection prr−1: JrE → Jr−1E into account, we obtain a natural
isomorphism of vector bundles,
Ir:
(
prr−1
)∗
W r =
(
pr
)∗
SrT ∗N ⊗ (pr0)∗V (p) ∼=−−→ V (prr−1), (13)
where the vector bundle W r is deﬁned in (5).
Given a vector bundle W → N , there exists a unique antiderivation of degree +1, dE/N :Γ (E,
∧r
V ∗(p)⊗
p∗W ) → Γ (E,∧r+1 V ∗(p)⊗p∗W )—called the ﬁbre diﬀerential (e.g., see [7, (1.9)])—such that, dE/N (fp∗ξ) =
df |V (p) ⊗ ξ, for all f ∈ C∞(E) and all ξ ∈ Γ (E,W ). (In the previous paragraph, the relevant fact is that
the vector bundle W → N is deﬁned over the base manifold N , and not over the ﬁbred manifold E.)
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by d10 for the sake of simplicity.
A Lagrangian L ∈ C∞(J2E) is an aﬃne function with respect to the aﬃne structure of p21: J2E → J1E
if and only if there exists a—necessarily unique—linear form wL:W 2 → R such that,
L
(
τ + j2xs
)
= wL(τ) + L
(
j2xs
)
, ∀τ ∈ S2T ∗xN ⊗ Vs(x)(p), ∀j2xs ∈ J2E.
By using the natural identiﬁcation (W 2)∗ ∼= (p1)∗S2TN ⊗ (p10)∗V ∗(p), the linear form wL deﬁnes a section
of the vector bundle (p1)∗S2TN ⊗ (p10)∗V ∗(p) → J1E. If L is locally given by the formula (6), then
wL = Lhiα
∂
∂xh
 ∂
∂xi
⊗ dyα|V (p),
where the symbol  denotes symmetric product.
If ι2: (W 2)∗ → (p1)∗ ⊗2 TN ⊗ (p10)∗V ∗(p) is the natural embedding, then we consider the section
w′L =
1
2
(
I˜1 ◦ ι2 ◦ wL
)
: J1E → (p1)∗TN ⊗ V ∗(p10) (14)
obtained by composing the following mappings:
J1E
wL−−→ (p1)∗S2TN ⊗ (p10)∗V ∗(p)
=
(
W 2
)∗ ι2−−→ (p1)∗ ⊗2 TN ⊗ (p10)∗V ∗(p)
=
(
p1
)∗
TN ⊗ [(p1)∗TN ⊗ (p10)∗V ∗(p)] I˜1−−→ (p1)∗TN ⊗ V ∗(p10),
where I˜1 = 1(p1)∗TN ⊗ ((I1)∗)−1 is the isomorphism deduced from (13) for r = 1. As I1(dxa ⊗ ∂/∂yα) =
∂/∂yαa , dually we obtain (I1)∗(d10yαa ) = ∂/∂xa ⊗ dyα|V (p).
Hence
w′L = Lhiα d10
(
yαh
)⊗ ∂
∂xi
.
Remark 3.1. Eqs. (12) simply means that for every index h the form ηh = Lhiα dyαi is d10-closed, namely
d10η
h = 0. Hence, there exist functions Li ∈ C∞(J1E) such that locally,
(i) Lihα =
∂Li
∂yαh
,
(ii) ∂L
h
∂yαi
= ∂L
i
∂yαh
,
⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭ 1 ≤ α ≤ m, h, i = 1, . . . , n, (15)
Eqs. (ii) above being a consequence of the symmetry Lhiα = Lihα . Moreover, from these formulas it follows
the existence of functions L′α ∈ C∞(J1E) such that,
Lh = ∂L
′α
∂yαh
, 1 ≤ α ≤ m, h, i = 1, . . . , n.
More exactly, letting W = TN in the deﬁnition of the ﬁbre diﬀerential above, recalling that the Poincaré
lemma also holds for ﬁbre diﬀerentiation (e.g., see [16]) and taking account of the fact that the ﬁbres of
p10: J1E → E are simply connected as they are diﬀeomorphic to Rmn, the following global characterization
of second-order variational with a P–C form projecting onto J1E, is obtained:
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if L is an aﬃne function with respect to the aﬃne structure of p21: J2E → J1E and the TN -valued 1-form
w′L deﬁned in the formula (14) is d10-closed.
In this case, for every global (smooth) section σ:E → J1E of p10, there exists a unique globally deﬁned
section wσL ∈ Γ (J1E, (p1)∗TN) such that,
d10
(
wσL
)
= w′L,
wσL
(
σ(e)
)
= 0, ∀e ∈ E.
Remark 3.2. A general procedure to obtain global sections σ:E → J1E of p10 is to use Ehresmann (or
non-linear) connections, i.e., to use a diﬀerential 1-form γ on E taking values in the vertical sub-bundle
V (p) such that γ(X) = X, ∀X ∈ V (p); hence, locally (cf. [18]), γ = (dyα +γαj dxj)⊗ ∂∂yαj , γ
α
j ∈ C∞(E). The
vertical diﬀerential of a section s:U → E (deﬁned on a neighborhood U of x ∈ N) at e = s(x) is deﬁned to
be the linear mapping (dvs)e:TeE → Ve(p), (dvs)eX = X − s∗p∗(X), ∀X ∈ TeE. We claim that for every
e ∈ E, there exists a unique j1xs ∈ J1E such that, i) s(x) = e, where x = p(e), and ii) (dvs)e = γe. In fact,
one has (∂(yα ◦ s)/∂xj)(x) = −γαj (e), and the section σγ attached to γ is deﬁned by, σγ(e) = j1xs.
4. Hamiltonian formalism
In the usual (i.e., ﬁrst-order) calculus of variations, a section s is an extremal of the Lagrangian density
Λ on J1E if and only if it satisﬁes the so-called “Hamilton–Cartan equations” (or H–C for short; e.g., see [7,
(3.8)], [5, (1)]), namely, if and only if the following equation holds: (j1s)∗(iXdΘΛ) = 0 for every p1-vertical
vector ﬁeld X on J1E.
If Λ = Lv is an arbitrary second-order Lagrangian density on E, then the following formula can be proved
(e.g., see [15]):
dΘΛ = Eα(L)θα ∧ v + ηn+1(L), (16)
where ηn+1(L) = (−1)iηi2(L) ∧ vi and ηi2(L) is the 2-contact 2-form given by,
ηi2(L) =
∂Li0α
∂yβ
θα ∧ θβ +
(
∂Li0α
∂yβj
− ∂L
ij
β
∂yα
)
θα ∧ θβj
+
∑
j≤k
∂Li0α
∂yβ(jk)
θα ∧ θβ(jk) +
∑
i≤k≤l
∂Li0α
∂yβ(jkl)
θα ∧ θβ(jkl)
+ ∂L
ij
α
∂yβk
θαj ∧ θβk +
∑
k≤l
∂Lijα
∂yβ(kl)
θαj ∧ θβ(kl).
From the formula (16) it follows that the H–C equations also characterize critical sections for a second-order
density Λ; i.e., s is an extremal for Λ if and only if, (j3s)∗(iXdΘΛ) = 0 for every p3-vertical vector ﬁeld X
on J3E.
Remark 4.1. If the P–C form of a second-order density Λ projects onto J1E, then its H–C equations have the
same formal expression of a ﬁrst-order density (see the formula (20) below), although there is no ﬁrst-order
density having ΘΛ as its P–C form. In fact, the P–C form of a ﬁrst-order Lagrangian density Λ˜ = L˜v,
L˜ ∈ C∞(J1E), is given by,
ΘΛ˜ = (−1)i−1
∂L˜
α dy
α ∧ vi + H˜v, H˜ = L˜ − ∂L˜α yαi . (17)∂yi ∂yi
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1) Lihα = 0, 2) L0 − yαi Li0α = L˜ −
∂L˜
∂yαi
yαi , 3) Li0α =
∂L˜
∂yαi
.
From (6) and 1) it follows L = L0; hence L is of ﬁrst order. Moreover, taking (3) into account, the formulas
2) and 3) above are respectively rewritten as,
L0 − L˜ = yαi
∂(L0 − L˜)
∂yαi
,
∂(L0 − L˜)
∂yαi
= 0.
Hence L˜ = L.
Theorem 4.1. If L is a second-order Lagrangian on E whose Poincaré–Cartan form projects onto J1E, then
letting
piα = Li0α −
∂Li
∂yα
, 1 ≤ α ≤ m, 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
H = L0 − yαi Li0α −
∂Li
∂xi
, (18)
where the functions Li are deﬁned by the formulas (15)-(i), one obtains,
dΘΛ = (−1)i−1dpiα ∧ dyα ∧ vi + dH ∧ v. (19)
Furthermore, if the linear forms d10(piα):V (p10) → R, 1 ≤ α ≤ m, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, are linearly independent, then
a section s:N → E is an extremal for Λ if and only if it satisﬁes the following equations:⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
0 = ∂(p
i
α ◦ j1s)
∂xi
− ∂H
∂yα
◦ j1s, 1 ≤ α ≤ m,
0 = ∂(y
α ◦ s)
∂xi
+ ∂H
∂piα
◦ j1s, 1 ≤ α ≤ m, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
(20)
Proof. Taking the formulas (8), (6) and the conditions (9)–(11) into account, and recalling the formulas
(12), one deduces
ΘΛ = (−1)i−1
(
Li0α −
∂Li
∂yα
)
dyα ∧ vi + (−1)i−1dLi ∧ vi +
(
L0 − yαi Li0α −
∂Li
∂xi
)
v.
Hence,
dΘΛ = (−1)i−1d
(
Li0α −
∂Li
∂yα
)
∧ dyα ∧ vi + ∂
2Li
∂xi∂yα
dyα ∧ v
+ (−1)i−1 ∂
2Li
∂xi∂yα
dxi ∧ dyα ∧ vi + (−1)i−1 ∂
2Li
∂yβ∂yα
dyβ ∧ dyα ∧ vi
+ d
(
L0 − yαi Li0α −
∂Li
∂xi
)
∧ v.
Letting
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∂Li
∂yα
, H = L0 − yαi Li0α −
∂Li
∂xi
,
and recalling that
∂2Li
∂yα∂yβ
dyβ ∧ dyα = 0,
the formula (19) is obtained.
The forms d10(piα) are linearly independent if and only if the Jacobian of the functions (piα)1≤i≤n,1≤α≤m
with respect to the variables (yβj )1≤β≤m,1≤j≤n does not vanish. In this case, the functions (xh, yα, piβ)
constitute a coordinate system on J1E as
∂(xh, yα, piβ)
∂(xj , yγ , yδk)
=
∂(piβ)
∂(yδk)
= 0.
By contracting Eq. (19) with ∂/∂yα and ∂/∂piα, and pulling the result back along j1s, we obtain the ﬁrst
and second equations in (20), respectively. 
5. Regularity
As is well known (e.g., see [7]), if the Hessian metric Hess(L) of a ﬁrst-order density Λ = Lv is non-singular,
then every section s1:N → J1E of the projection p1: J1E → N that satisﬁes the P–C equation for Λ is
holonomic; i.e., s1 coincides with the 1-jet extension of the section s = p10 ◦ s1 of the projection p. Namely,
(s1)∗(iXdΘΛ) = 0 for every p1-vertical vector ﬁeld X on J1E, implies s1 = j1s.
In the case of a second-order density with a P–C form projecting onto J1E, the following result holds:
Proposition 5.1. If Λ = Lv is a second-order Lagrangian on E such that,
(i) Its Poincaré–Cartan form ΘΛ projects onto J1E.
(ii) The linear forms d10(piα):V (p10) → R, 1 ≤ α ≤ m, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, where the functions piα are introduced in
(18), are linearly independent,
then every solution to its H–C equations, is holonomic.
Proof. If s1:N → J1E is a solution to the H–C equations for Λ, then letting X = ∂/∂yβh one obtains
(
s1
)∗(i∂/∂yβhdΘ) = (−1)i−1
(
∂Li0α
∂yβh
◦ s1 − ∂L
ih
β
∂yα
◦ s1
)((
s1
)∗
θα
) ∧ vi
=
(
∂Li0α
∂yβh
◦ s1 − ∂L
ih
β
∂yα
◦ s1
)(
∂sα
∂xi
− (s1)α
i
)
v,
where sα = yα ◦ s1, (s1)αi = yαi ◦ s1, and one concludes by simply remarking that,
∂piα
∂yβh
= ∂L
i0
α
∂yβh
− ∂L
ih
β
∂yα
.  (21)
Lemma 5.2. If Λ = Lv is a second-order density on E whose P–C form projects onto J1E, then iY (dΘΛ) ∈
T ∗ E ∧ (p1)∗∧n−1 T ∗xN for all Y ∈ Vj1s(p10).s(x) x
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dΘΛ = Eα(L)θα ∧ v + (−1)i
{
∂Li0α
∂yβ
θα ∧ θβ +
(
∂Li0α
∂yβj
− ∂L
ij
β
∂yα
)
θα ∧ θβj
}
∧ vi,
as
∂Li0α
∂yβ(jk)
= 0, ∂L
i0
α
∂yβ(jkl)
= 0, ∂L
ij
α
∂yβ(kl)
= 0,
∂Lijα
∂yβk
θαj ∧ θβk =
∂2Li
∂yαj ∂y
β
k
θαj ∧ θβk = 0.
Letting Y = (∂/∂yβj )j1xs, we thus obtain
iY (dΘΛ) = (−1)i−1
(
∂Li0α
∂yβj
(
j1xs
)− ∂Lijβ
∂yα
(
j1xs
))(
θα ∧ vi
)
j1xs
, (22)
and the result follows. 
As p10: J1E → E is an aﬃne bundle modelled over W 1 = p∗(T ∗N) ⊗ V (p) (cf. (5)), there is a canonical
isomorphism I: (p10)∗W 1
∼=−−→ V (p10) locally given by I(j1xs, (dxi)x ⊗ (∂/∂yα)s(x)) = (∂/∂yαi )j1xs.
According to the previous lemma, we can deﬁne a bilinear form⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
bΛ:
(
p10
)∗
W 1 ×J1E
(
p10
)∗
W 1 → R,
bΛ
(
j1xs;w0 ⊗ Y0, w1 ⊗ Y1
)
=
〈
w0,
(
φ1v
)−1(
iY0iY (dΘΛ)
)〉
,
wa ∈ T ∗xN,Ya ∈ Vs(x)(p), a = 0, 1; Y = I
(
j1xs, w1 ⊗ Y1
)
,
(23)
where φ1v is the isomorphism deﬁned in (1) for k = 1. If w0 = (dxi)x and Y0 = (∂/∂yα)s(x), then from the
formula (22) one readily obtains,
iY0iY (dΘΛ) = (−1)i−1
(
∂Li0α
∂yβj
(
j1xs
)− ∂Lijβ
∂yα
(
j1xs
))
(vi)x,
〈
w0,
(
φ1v
)−1(
iY0iY (dΘΛ)
)〉
= ∂L
i0
α
∂yβj
(
j1xs
)− ∂Lijβ
∂yα
(
j1xs
)
.
In other words,
bΛ
(
j1xs;
(
dxi
)
x
⊗
(
∂
∂yα
)
s(x)
,
(
dxj
)
x
⊗
(
∂
∂yβ
)
s(x)
)
= ∂L
i0
α
∂yβj
(
j1xs
)− ∂Lijβ
∂yα
(
j1xs
)
.
Hence, the next result follows:
Corollary 5.3. Let Λ be a second-order density on E whose P–C form projects onto J1E. If the bilinear form
deﬁned in (23) is non-singular, then every solution to the H–C equations for Λ is holonomic.
Proposition 5.4. The bilinear form bΛ deﬁned in (23) is symmetric.
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piα =
∂L¯
∂yαi
,
as in this case the matrix of bΛ coincides with the Hessian matrix of L¯ with respect to the variables yαi . In
fact, if L¯ is deﬁned by the following expression:
L¯ = L0 − ∂L
i
∂xi
− yαi
∂Li
∂yα
,
where the functions Li are determined by the formula (15)-(i), then, from the formulas (3) and (18), one
obtains
piα =
∂L0
∂yαi
− ∂
2Lj
∂yαi ∂x
j
− yβj
∂2Lj
∂yαi ∂y
β
− ∂L
i
∂yα
= ∂
∂yαi
(
L0 − ∂L
j
∂xj
− yβj
∂Lj
∂yβ
)
. 
6. Involutivity
Let p′:E′ → N be the bundle deﬁned as follows: p′ = p1, E′ = J1E.
In this section we study the involutivity of the ﬁrst-order diﬀerential system R1L ⊂ J1E′ deﬁned by the
solutions to the H–C equations of a density Λ = Lv satisfying all the conditions in Theorem 4.1; namely,
the ﬁbre of R1L over x ∈ N is the set of elements j1xs1 ∈ J1E′ such that, (s1)∗(iXdΘΛ)(x) = 0 for every
p′-vertical vector ﬁeld X ∈ X(E′). According to Proposition 5.1, for every (local) solution s1 to R1L one has
s1 = j1s, where the section of p:E → N deﬁned by s = p10 ◦ s1 is called the zero-order section attached
to s1.
If (xi, yα) is a ﬁbred coordinate system for the submersion p, then from the proof of Theorem 4.1 it
follows that (xi, yα, piα) is a ﬁbred coordinate system for p′. Let us denote by (xi, yα, piα; yα,j , piα,j) the
induced coordinate system on J1E′; namely,
yα,j
(
j1xs
1) = ∂(yα ◦ p10 ◦ s1)
∂xj
(x),
piα,j
(
j1xs
1) = ∂(piα ◦ s1)
∂xj
(x).
Similarly, we set yα,jk(j2xs1) =
∂2(yα◦p10◦s1)
∂xj∂xk
(x), piα,jk(j2xs1) =
∂2(piα◦s1)
∂xj∂xk
(x), etc.
The functions (xi, yα, piα; yα,j , piα,j ; yα,jk, piα,jk), j ≤ k, are a system of coordinates in J2E′.
Locally, one has R1L = kerϕL, where
ϕL: J1E′ → BN =
(
p′
)∗ m+mn⊕ (∧nT ∗N)
is the morphism of ﬁbred manifolds over E′ deﬁned by,
ϕL
(
j1xs
1) = (s1(x); (ϕαL(j1xs1)v)1≤α≤m, ((ϕiα)L(j1xs1)v)1≤α≤m,1≤i≤n),
with ϕαL(j1xs1)v = (s1)∗(i∂/∂yαdΘΛ)(x), (ϕiα)L(j1xs1)v = (s1)∗(i∂/∂piαdΘΛ)(x), or equivalently, in local coor-
dinates,
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ϕiα
)
L
= yα,i + Hpiα , 1 ≤ α ≤ m, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, (25)
H being the Hamiltonian function of the Lagrangian L.
The ﬁrst prolongation of ϕL is deﬁned by,
prol1(ϕL):J2
(
E′
)→ J1BN ,
prol1(ϕL)
(
j2xs
1) = j1x(ϕ ◦ j1s1).
Let uα and uiα be the standard coordinates induced by the volume form in the direct summands⊕m(∧n T ∗N) and ⊕mn(∧n T ∗N) of BN respectively, i.e.,
w =
(
w1n, . . . , w
m
n
) ∈ m⊕ n∧T ∗xN,
wαn = uα(w)vx, 1 ≤ α ≤ m,
w′ =
((
w11
)
n
, . . . ,
(
w1m
)
n
, . . . ,
(
wi1
)
n
, . . . ,
(
wim
)
n
, . . . ,
(
wn1
)
n
, . . . ,
(
wnm
)
n
)
∈
mn⊕ n∧
T ∗xN,(
wiα
)
n
= uiα
(
w′
)
vx, 1 ≤ α ≤ m, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
As uα ◦ ϕL = ϕαL, uiα ◦ ϕL = (ϕiα)L, in coordinates one has,
uαr ◦ prol1(ϕL) = −piα,ir + Hxryα + yβ,rHyαyβ + pjβ,rHyαpjβ ,
uiα,r ◦ prol1(ϕL) = yα,ir + Hxrpiα + yβ,rHyβpiα + p
j
β,rHpiαp
j
β
.
The mapping ϕL: J1E′ → BN is quasi-linear as there exists a vector-bundle morphism σL = σ(ϕL):
(p′)∗T ∗N ⊗ V (p′) → BN (the symbol of ϕL) such that,
ϕL
(
χ1 + j1xs1
)
= σL(χ1) + ϕL
(
j1xs
1),
∀χ1 ∈ T ∗xN ⊗ Ve′
(
p′
)
, ∀j1xs1 ∈ J1E′, s1(x) = e′. (26)
In fact, if χ1 = (dxj)x ⊗ {tαj (χ1)(∂/∂yα)e′ + tαij(χ1)(∂/∂piα)e′}, then the element j1xs¯1 = χ1 + j1xs1 is given
by s¯1(x) = e′ = s1(x), and
yα,j
(
j1xs¯
1) = tαj (χ1) + yα,j(j1xs1),
piα,j
(
j1xs¯
1) = tαij(χ1) + piα,j(j1xs1). (27)
As Hyα , Hpiα ∈ C∞(E′) and j1xs1 and j1xs¯1 have the same coordinates on E′ according to the ﬁrst two
equations in (27), one has Hyα(j1xs¯1) = Hyα(j1xs1), Hpiα(j
1
xs¯
1) = Hpiα(j
1
xs
1). From (24), (25), (26), and (27)
one respectively obtains
(
uβ ◦ σL
)
(χ1) = −
n∑
h=1
tβhh(χ1),(
uaβ ◦ σL
)
(χ1) = tβa(χ1).
Hence
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=
{
χ1 ∈ T ∗xN ⊗ Ve′
(
p′
)
:
n∑
h=1
tβhh(χ1) = 0, t
β
a(χ1) = 0, 1 ≤ β ≤ m, 1 ≤ a ≤ n
}
.
As ϕL is quasi-linear, according to [2, IX, Proposition 2.6], the l-th prolongation σl(ϕL) of σL = σ(ϕL)
coincides with the symbol of the l-th prolongation proll(ϕL). By using this fact, below we compute
σ1(ϕL):
(
p′
)∗
S2T ∗N ⊗ V (p′)→ (p′)∗T ∗N ⊗ BN .
If χ2 =
∑
j≤k(dxj)x(dxk)x⊗{tαjk(χ2)(∂/∂yα)e′+tαijk(χ2)(∂/∂piα)e′} is a valued 2-tensor in S2T ∗xN⊗Ve′(p′),
then j2xs¯1 = χ2 + j2xs1 is given as follows: j1xs¯1 = j1xs1 and
∂2(yα ◦ p10 ◦ s¯1)
∂xj∂xk
(x) = (1 + δjk)tαjk(χ2) +
∂2(yα ◦ p10 ◦ s1)
∂xj∂xk
(x),
∂2(piα ◦ s¯1)
∂xj∂xk
(x) = (1 + δjk)tαijk(χ2) +
∂2(piα ◦ s1)
∂xj∂xk
(x).
Hence σ1(ϕL)(χ2) = prol1(ϕL)(j2xs¯1) − prol1(ϕL)(j2xs1),
(
uβr ◦ σ1(ϕL)
)
(χ2) = −
n∑
a=1
(1 + δar)tβaar(χ2),(
uiβ,r ◦ σ1(ϕL)
)
(χ2) = (1 + δir)tβir(χ2).
Therefore
g2 = kerσ1(ϕL)
=
{
χ2 ∈ S2T ∗xN ⊗ Ve′
(
p′
)
:
n∑
a=1
(1 + δar)tβaar(χ2) = 0, t
β
ir(χ2) = 0, 1 ≤ β ≤ m, 1 ≤ i ≤ r ≤ n
}
.
Let (X1, . . . , Xn) be a basis of TxN , with dual basis (w1, . . . , wn) and let SkT ∗x,{X1,...,Xj} be the subspace
of SkT ∗x generated by the symmetric products wi1  · · ·  wik , with j + 1 ≤ i1 ≤ . . . ≤ ik ≤ n. Following
[2, IX, Section 2, p. 409], for every e′ ∈ E′ with p′(e′) = x, and k = 1, 2, we set
gk,e′,{X1,...,Xj} = gk,e′ ∩
(
SkT ∗x,{X1,...,Xj} ⊗ Ve′
(
p′
))
.
The basis (X1, . . . , Xn) is said to be quasi-regular for g1 at e′ if the following equality holds: dim g2,e′ =
dim g1,e′ +
∑n−1
j=1 dim g1,e′,{X1,...,Xj}.
As dim(S2T ∗xN ⊗Ve′(p′)) = 12n(n+1)(m+nm), from the previous calculations, we conclude dim g1,e′ =
m(n2 − 1) and dim g2,e′ = 12mn(n2 + n − 2). Hence dim g2,e′ − dim g1,e′ = 12m(n − 1)(n2 − 2). Moreover, as
a computation shows, one has dim g1,e′,{X1,...,Xj} = m(n2 − jn − 1). Therefore
n−1∑
j=1
dim g1,e′,(X1,...,Xj) =
1
2m(n − 1)
(
n2 − 2) = dim g2,e′ − dim g1,e′ ,
thus proving that R1L is involutive. We can thus apply [2, Theorem 3.3] (also see [8,12]) obtaining the
following:
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satisﬁes the regularity condition of Corollary 5.3, then the ﬁrst-order partial diﬀerential system R1L deﬁned
by the solutions to H–C equations of Λ is involutive. If both p:E → N and Λ are of class Cω, then given a
point ξ ∈ (R1L)x0 , there exists a section s of p of class Cω deﬁned on an open neighborhood U of x0 in N
such that, i) j1x0(j
1s) = ξ, and ii) j1x(j1s) ∈ R1L for every x ∈ U .
Remark 6.1. Analytically, Theorem 6.1 means the following: Given scalars λα, λiα, λαj , λiα,j such that,
0 = λiα,i − Hyα(e′0), 0 = λαi + Hpiα(e′0), where e′0 ∈ E′ is the point over x0 with coordinates yα(e′) = λα,
piα(e′) = λiα, then there exists a solution s1:U → E′ to the H–C equations deﬁned on a neighborhood of x0
such that, yα(j1x0s
1) = λα, piα(j1x0s
1) = λiα, yα,j(j1x0s
1) = λαj , piα,j(j1x0s
1) = λiα,j .
6.1. The basic example: Einstein–Hilbert Lagrangian
Let pM :M = M(N) → N be the bundle of pseudo-Riemannian metrics of a given signature (n+, n−),
n+ + n− = n. Every coordinate system (xi)ni=1 on an open domain U ⊆ N induces a coordinate system
(xi, yjk) on (pM )−1(U), where the functions yjk = ykj are deﬁned by,
gx = yij(gx)
(
dxi
)
x
⊗ (dxj)
x
=
∑
i≤j
1
1 + δij
yij(gx)
(
dxi
)
x
 (dxj)
x
, ∀gx ∈ (pM )−1(U).
Following the notations in [9], the Ricci tensor ﬁeld attached to the symmetric connection Γ is given
by SΓ (X,Y ) = trace(Z → RΓ (Z,X)Y ), where RΓ denotes the curvature tensor ﬁeld of the covariant
derivative ∇Γ associated to Γ on the tangent bundle; hence SΓ = (RΓ )jldxl ⊗dxj , where (RΓ )jl = (RΓ )kjkl,
and (RΓ )ijkl = ∂Γ ijl/∂xk − ∂Γ ijk/∂xl + Γmjl Γ ikm − ΓmjkΓ ilm.
The E–H Lagrangian density is given by
(ΛEH)j2xg = g
ij(x)
(
Rg
)h
ihj
(x)vg(x) = LEH
(
j2xg
)
vx,
where v is the standard volume form, Rg is the curvature tensor of the Levi-Civita connection Γ g of
the metric g, and vg denotes the Riemannian volume form attached to g; i.e., in coordinates, vg =√
| det((gab)na,b=1)|v. Hence,
LEH ◦ j2g = (ρ ◦ g)
(
yij ◦ g)(Rg)h
ihj
, ρ =
√
| det((yab)na,b=1)|.
The local expression for LEH is readily seen to be
LEH = ρ
(
yacybd − yabycd)yab,cd + L0,
where
L0 =
ρ
2
∑
r≤s
∑
k≤l
1
(1 + δkl)(1 + δrs)
(
2yrs
(
ykiyjl + yliyjk
)− 2yklysryji
+ 2ykl
(
yjrysi + yjsyri
)
+ 3yij
(
ykryls + yksylr
)
− yir(yksyjl + ylsyjk)− yis(ykryjl + ylryjk)
− 2yki(yslyjr + yrlyjs)− 2yli(yskyjr + yrkyjs))ykl,iyrs,j .
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regular in the sense of Corollary 5.3. Therefore, we can apply Theorem 6.1 to this particular Lagrangian in
order to obtain the following existence theorem to Einstein’s ﬁeld equations in the vacuum:
Theorem 6.2. Given symmetric scalars γijk = γikj , i, j, k = 1, . . . , n, there exists a Ricci-ﬂat (pseudo-)Rie-
mannian metric of signature (n−, n+) deﬁned on a neighborhood of x0 ∈ N such that, gij(x0) = δij,
(Γ g)ijk(x0) = γijk, for all i, j, k.
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